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Dear Sirs
This way I would like to introduce and express my interest in cooperating with your company. I think
that my experiences and knowledge could contribute to the development of business in your company to our
mutual satisfaction.
I am a graduate Engineer of Food Technology and Food Management Specialist, Business Plan
Maker. I educated myself on Faculty of Food Technology and Biotechnology, University of Zagreb, where
later graduated international degree of master, "Food management" in English. In the meantime, I
ended up Entrepreneur Program for making Business Plan, at High School for Economics
Entrepreneurship 'VERN ', with the cooperation of experts from LEVON Institute, University Vaasa, in
Finland, and ISTUD-a - Institute of Management, Stress / Milan, in Italy, and I certified for making Business
development plan for medium and small businesses. During 2009. I organized the promotion of medical
products for the The Crux d.o.o. in Zagreb County. I spent a direct presentation of products from the world's
best manufacturers of laboratory analyzers HPLC, GC, GCMS, ICP, AAS and laboratory equipment,
Rainin and Mettler Toledo in the retail network. I gained work experience in the field of Safety at work in the
company Inspekt d.o.o.., where I gained extensive experience in the areas of study Safety at work, chemical
hazards and Waste Act. I organized activities associated with running the restaurant, including norms.
Possessing the skills and knowledge of technical analysis of financial markets. From attachment yo can
see that my experience is very diverse and has great width, and shows that I acquire new knowledge and
experience with no problem. Possessing typing skills (50WPM) and the skill of speed reading
(700WPM). Currently I have been making a web sites in Worpress tool, HTML,CSS, Dreamweaver, disigning
in Illustrator, processing in Photoshop. I am an active athlete with a lot of hobbies
If you have a need for experts in the field of food management, marketing and other areas offered, and
believe that my experience and knowledge meet your requirements, please be free to contact me so that I
can personally presented to your company.
More about myself and my job experiences I'll tell you on a job interview. I hope that our upcoming meeting,
due to the fact that I logged in without being compulsory in the Department of Employment.
I look forward to hearing from you.
Yours sincerely,
Dalibor Lucić

